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Ford said unity of purpose must bring end to
division
2.00.00pm GMT Fri 20th Mar 2009

Ahead of the Alliance
Party Annual Conference
tomorrow, Leader David
Ford has said that the
unity of purpose in recent
weeks following the
atrocities in Antrim and
Craigavon must be carried
through to help deliver an
end to segregation in
Northern Ireland. The
Conference is taking place
at the Dunadry Hotel in
Templepatrick, and as
well as hearing the
leader's address, Alliance
European candidate Ian
James Parsley will deliver
a speech. Motions on the
green road to economic
Alliance Leader David Ford
recovery, post-primary
transfer, the EamesBradley Report, single-identity schools and rebuilding Northern Ireland 's economy
will be debated during the day.
David Ford said: "There is a real unity of purpose now in Northern Ireland . The
deeply sad events in Antrim and Craigavon have brought the community together.
Everyone I met in the US Congress and in the Obama administration over the past
few days entirely agreed with the lead given by the people of Antrim and
Craigavon, and politicians in Northern Ireland.
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" Northern Ireland must maintain this unity, politicians must continue to show
leadership and they must listen to the message of hope for peace that came from
recent rallies across Northern Ireland.
"The community has been united in its condemnation of the killings. The past
fortnight has underlined the need for an end to division in our society - the people
are now acting as one, we must let them become one. Ending segregation will also
end the circumstances which give dissidents the ability recruit, create fear and
breed sectarianism.
"There is no room for complacency in ending division. The unity of purpose from
across the political spectrum in the past fortnight must culminate in the creation
of a united community.
" Alliance is the unity party - we have long campaigned to end division and last
week's tragic events have acted to strengthen our resolve to do so."
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Previous news story: Lunn welcomes Protestant churches support for temporary
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Lunn hails community relations scheme and says time to end division.
Wed 25th Apr 2007:
Ford says Business Park at Airport will bring great new opportunities to Antrim .
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Overall "Language Act" would end division on language issue - Parsley.
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End of beef export ban not the end of the nightmare - Ford.
Tue 12th Apr 2005:
Real choice in North Down is between unity and division.
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